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KIMBERLY: What do you see at KC?           GC8EZ8N 
 
A cache by katste               Multi Cache  
Hidden : 10/16/2019       Difficulty  2 ½    Terrain:  2     Size:  Micro 
 
N 44° 16.332 W 088° 20.411  

 
Geocache Description: 
 

The listed coords will bring you to a place near the crossroads that honor Kimberly history.  Kimberly 
was the prototypic mill town for almost a hundred years with the Kimberly Clark Paper Mill being a 
much-loved benevolent benefactor to workers, residents, businesses and local government. Not much 
happened financially, environmentally, and socially during the “Paper is King” era that was not 
initiated or supported by the mill. The success of the mill spurred population growth and small 
business and big box store development and government expansion. 

Cache is located at N44 AB.CDE  W088 FG.HIJ 

From the listed coordinates you will see some signs of this development that will help you determine 
the final coords for the cache. You need not move much from this spot but do need to look in all 
directions. 

A      Number of pizzas the chefs are carrying 

B      Number of letters in the type of union one could join 

C      Number of letters in the shorter name on the street sign 

D      Number of letters in the name of Nancy's pizza partner 

E      Number of solid thick blue lines in logo on the water tower 

F      Number of dots it takes to get from the COURT to the LIBRARY 

G     Number of letters in the type of Complex south of you 

H     Number of letters in the word telling what the bike lane to the east does here 

I       Number of letters in the 1st word before the FIRST word 

J      The most common Complex number addressing you if you walk a few feet west 

  

   

Hint:  Be careful not to get boxed in at your final destination about a mile away. 

 

https://www.geocaching.com/about/cache_types.aspx
https://www.geocaching.com/about/cache_types.aspx
https://www.geocaching.com/profile/?guid=22adcfe6-d0dd-41ee-9c26-6386228c797a&wid=d5115056-8510-44cc-9e9d-f44edd0029ff&ds=2

